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First observation of an excited state in the neutron-rich nucleus31Na
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The first excited state in the neutron-richN520 isotope31Na was observed at 350~20! keV via intermediate
energy heavy-ion scattering, which is dominated by the Coulomb excitation mechanism. This state appears to
be a rotational excitation built on a strongly deformed ground state. The yield of theg ray deexciting this state
can be reproduced by a shell model calculation which takesn( f 7/2,p3/2) intruder configurations into account.
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The observation of strong deformation in neutron-ri
isotopes at or near theN520 shell closure serves as an im
portant illustration that the structure of nuclei changes
isospin increases when compared to nuclei near the valle
b stability. The first evidence for strong deformation in the
nuclei was the observation of nuclear binding energies
were too large to be understood in the context of conv
tional shell model calculations@1–4#. More recently, inter-
mediate energy Coulomb excitation measurements of
B(E2; 0g.s.

1 →21
1) value in the neutron-richN520 nucleus

32Mg yielded a result that implied a large degree of colle
tivity @5,6#. Shell model calculations including neutro
n( f p) ‘‘intruder’’ configurations@7–13# as well as calcula-
tions in other frameworks@14–18# have been performed t
gain an understanding of these observations.

In the present Rapid Communication, we report the
sults of an intermediate energy heavy-ion scattering m
surement of theN520 nucleus31Na, which has eight more
neutrons than the stable sodium isotope23Na. This reaction
is dominated by the Coulomb excitation mechanism in31Na,
although our calculations indicate a substantial contribut
from the nuclear interaction. We observed the first exci
state in this nucleus and measured the cross section for p
lating this state at small scattering angles using in-be
g-ray spectroscopy. The results indicate that31Na is compa-
rable in collectivity to its even-even isotone32Mg. The data
can be reproduced by a shell model calculation based u
n( f 7/2,p3/2) intruder configuration.

Intermediate energy heavy-ion scattering has been use
determine excitation energies and electromagnetic matrix
ements in a variety of radioactive nuclei~for a review, see
@19#!. In this technique, a beam of radioactive nuclei
generally with laboratory-frame kinetic energies of grea
than 30 MeV/nucleon—are scattered from a high-Z target
~typically gold or lead!. The projectile nucleus can be excite
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by either Coulomb or nuclear forces; however, at small sc
tering angles (u lab,4.0° at 50 MeV/nucleon! Coulomb ex-
citation dominates the inelastic scattering process. Hence
electromagnetic properties of the projectile nucleus can
studied by measuring theg rays emitted by projectiles which
are scattered into small angles.

The present measurement of31Na was performed at the
National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory~NSCL! at
Michigan State University. The31Na beam was produced vi
fragmentation of a primary 80 MeV/nucleon48Ca beam from
the NSCL superconducting electron cyclotron resonance
source and the K1200 superconducting cyclotron. The
mary beam had an intensity of 8 pnA. Fragmentation of
primary beam took place in a thick~376 mg/cm2) 9Be target
located at the midacceptance target position of the A1
fragment separator@20#. The energy of the31Na particles
produced in the fragmentation reaction was 58.9 Me
nucleon.

A gold foil of thickness 702 mg/cm2 was used as the
secondary target. After passing through the gold foil,
secondary beam particles~including 31Na) were stopped in a
cylindrical fast-slow phoswich detector~called the ‘‘zero-
degree detector,’’ or ZDD! which allowed nuclear charge
identification of the secondary beam particles. The ZDD o
detected secondary beam particles scattered into labora
angles of less than 2.80°. Time-of-flight measurements in
beam line and charge identification in the ZDD provid
positive isotope identification. The beam rate for31Na mea-
sured in the ZDD was only 3 p/s, and 1 280 00031Na par-
ticles were collected in total. The NSCL NaI~Tl! array @21#
was used to detect photons in coincidence with the scatt
beam particles.

The g-ray spectrum in coincidence with the detection
31Na particles in the ZDD is shown in Fig. 1. The left pan
shows the spectrum without correcting for the Doppler sh
of g rays emitted from the moving31Na projectiles~that is,
the spectrum as seen in the laboratory frame!, while the
panel on the right includes this correction~the spectrum as
seen in the rest frame of the projectile!. The clearest feature
in the Doppler-shifted spectrum is ag-ray peak at 350620
keV. Given the small beam rate for31Na in this experiment
~'3 ions/s!, the clarity of the 350 keV peak demonstrates t
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sensitivity of the present experimental arrangement. Ba
on the known ground state spin of31Na ~which was deter-
mined by Huberet al. @22# to beJ53/2! and the nature of the
reaction used here~arguments 19 and 20 in@23#! we propose
that the 350 keVg ray deexcites the first excited state~with
J55/2! in a K53/2 rotational band built on the ground stat

The yield in the 350 keV peak is analyzed to obtain
cross section of 115632 mb for producing thisg ray. The
error on the cross section~115632 mb, 25%! is an experi-
mental error, taking into account systematic and statist
uncertainties in the experiment. In this particular experim
the statistical error is dominant. This analysis of the yield
which is described in detail in@19#—assumes that the angu
lar distribution of this deexcitationg ray is that of a pureM1
transition~while the excitation in intermediate energy Co
lomb excitation is purelyE2 in character!. The transition
probability for a M1 transition with even a modes
B(M1; 5/21→3/21) value~'0.05mN

2 ) is much larger than
that of a strongE2 transition. Admixtures of anE2 multipo-
larity would only introduce a small additional error. Th
present analysis also includes corrections forg-ray absorp-
tion in the target, which in turn depends on the lifetime of t
J55/2 state~and, therefore, on the range of locations of t
31Na nuclei when they decay!. For this, a half-life of 15 ps
was assumed, which corresponds toB(M1; 5/21→3/21)
50.06 mN

2 , a result from a shell model calculation describ
below. The corrections for absorption in the target do
depend very sensitively on the assumed lifetime. The
treme cases of instantaneous decay and a lifetime so
that the Doppler shift correction no longer would work gi
efficiencies which are 11% lower and 5% higher, resp
tively.

It is quite likely that theJ57/2 member of the rotationa
band is also populated in the present reaction since theE2
matrix element connecting this state to the ground s
would be comparable to that connecting theJ55/2 state to

FIG. 1. In-beam photospectrum gated on31Na. The left panel
shows the spectrum without Doppler correction as measured in
laboratory with the 7/21→3/21 transition in the gold target visible
at the peak. The right panel shows the spectrum after event
event Doppler correction in the projectile frame. The 350~20! keV
(5/21)→3/2(1) transition in31Na becomes visible as a peak.
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the ground state. Therefore, the feeding of the 5/2 state
the 7/2 state must be considered when extracting a c
section for direct population of the 5/2 state from the yield
the 350 keVg ray. ~Multiple excitations—coupled channel
effects—are small in reactions such as this one@19#, so we
can limit our consideration to states which would be pop
lated in single step excitations.!

We estimate the energy of theJ57/2 state using a shel
model calculation which was performed for31Na using the
samesd-p f Hamiltonian and model space that was used
@24–26# for the neutron-rich Si, S, and Ar isotopes. The c
culations discussed in this Rapid Communication are ba
upon a pure 2p-2h (2\v) neutron configuration—the con
figuration which is responsible for the strong deformation
32Mg. The allowed 2\v neutron configurations were
(d5/2)

6(d3/2,s1/2)
4( f 7/2,p3/2)

2, and the allowed proton con
figurations wered5/2

3 and d5/2
2 (s1/2,d3/2). This calculation

yields an energy of 1525 keV for theJ57/2 state, 197 keV
for the J55/2 state, and positive parity for the band.

Of course, the hypothesizedJ57/2 state at 1525 keV can
deexcite to the ground state via anE2 transition; however,
the shell model calculation predicts a strongB(M1; 7/21

→5/21) value~0.26mN
2 ). This matrix element, together with

the predicted B(E2; 7/21→3/21)543 e2fm4 and
B(E2; 7/21→5/21)514 e2fm4, gives the result that 95%
of the decays from the 7/2 state go to the 5/2 state. It is wo
noting that the branch ratio to the 5/2 state is quite large e
if the B(M1; 7/21→5/21) matrix element is much smaller
For example, even ifB(M1; 7/21→5/21)50.05 mN

2 , the
7/2 state decays with a 77% branch to the 5/2 state.

The results of our shell model calculations are in agr
ment with those of Caurieret al. @12#, who predicted that
transition energy for the first excited state in31Na is ;200
keV. With the recent change@27# of the cross-shell interac
tion, the authors of Ref.@12# predict the 5/21 state at 284
keV and the 7/21 state at 1050 keV.

While there is no evidence in the experimental spectr
for a g ray in the vicinity of the energy we expect for th
7/2→5/2 transition~'1175 keV or'700 keV!, the experi-
mentally observed background is consistent with the
pected yields of four~or five! counts, respectively.

The shell model calculations presented here and the o
of Ref. @12# predict only two excited states below an excit
tion energy of 2 MeV, the 5/21 state and the 7/21 state. One
can envision a scenario where the 5/21 state is located
slightly below the experimental energy threshold of 160 k
and the 7/21 state is at around 510 keV. In this scenario, t
350 keVg ray would correspond to the 7/21→5/21 transi-
tion. But to reproduce the experimentally observed excitat
cross section of 115632 mb to the presumed 7/21 state, a
value b2'0.94 would be required, which is extremely u
likely. Thus we conclude that the 350 keVg ray corresponds
to the 5/21 to ground state transition.

The present shell model calculation predicts values
electromagnetic matrix elements connecting members of
ground state rotational band, but a reaction model is ne
sary to translate the shell model predictions into experim
tal cross sections for the 5/2 and 7/2 states in the pre
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scattering experiment. We used the coupled channels c
ECIS88 @28# with an optical model parameter set determin
for the 17O1208Pb reaction at 84 MeV/nucleon@29# to cal-
culate the angular distributions with an average beam en
of 51.5 MeV/nucleon. We integrated the angular distribut
out to the maximum scattering angle encountered in the
periment (umax

lab 52.8°) and adopted a form factor corre
sponding to a static axial quadrupole deformation. The
sults of these calculations are summarized in Table I. Th
are two deformation parameters involved in this calculati
The first, the ‘‘Coulomb deformation’’bC , reflects the de-
formation of the proton density in the nucleus and cor
sponds to the electromagnetic matrix elementB(E2; I g.s.
→I f). In the rotational model@30#, B(E2; I g.s.→I f) andbC
are related to first order via the equations

B~E2;I i→I f !5Q0
2 5

16p
^I iK20uI fK&2 ~1!

and

Q05S 16p

5 D 1/2 3

4p
ZeR0

2b, ~2!

whereQ0 is the intrinsic quadrupole moment. The radiusR0
is given byR05r 0A1/3, where we taker 051.20 fm. For the
5/21 state, the shell model result@B(E2; 3/2→5/2)
5196 e2fm4# gives a prediction ofbC50.51. In the case o
the 7/2 state, the shell model calculation givesB(E2; 3/2
→7/2)58.7 e2fm4, so thatbC50.46.

The second deformation parameter in the calculation
the ‘‘nuclear matter deformation parameter’’bA . While the
Coulomb deformation parameter is used to calculate
electromagnetic interaction between target and projectile,
nuclear deformation parameter is used to determine the
teraction via the nuclear force. In the isoscalar collect
model, the neutron and proton densities are assumed to
the same deformation. In such a case, the nuclear m
deformation parameter could be set asbA5bC . However,
the present shell model calculations yield results for neut

TABLE I. Excitation cross sections~integrated overuc.m.

,3.25°) for states in31Na from coupled channels calculations wi
the optical model parameter set determined for the17O1 208Pb re-
action at 84 MeV/nucleon@29#. The shell model predicts a tota
cross section of about 80 mb, which needs to be compared to
measured cross section of 115632 mb. In the ‘‘Fit to data’’ the
deformation parametersbC andbA have been adjusted to reprodu
the measured cross section.

Transition
sCoul

~mb!
sNucl

~mb!
sCoul1Nucl

~mb! bC bA

Shell model
3/2→5/2 49.1 7.8 54.2 0.510 0.470
3/2→7/2 23.7 5.0 27.3 0.460 0.470
Fit to data
3/2→5/2 64.9 11.7 73.1 0.59~10! 0.59~10!

3/2→7/2 39.4 7.5 44.6 0.59~10! 0.59~10!
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and proton transition multipole matrix elements which a
different from the standard collective model picture. To a
count for these calculated matrix elements and the rms
ton and neutron radii calculated in Ref.@31#, bA is set to 0.47
for both the 3/2g.s.→5/2 and 3/2g.s.→7/2 excitations.

The coupled channels calculations using these defor
tion parameters yield cross sections of 54 mb for the 5/2 s
and 27 mb for the 7/2 state. If 95% of the decays of the
state go to the 5/2 state, the cross section for producing
350 keV g ray would be 80 mb. Since the experiment
result is 115632 mb, we conclude that the shell model ca
culations are consistent with the measurement.

One issue relevant to this study is understanding the
of the nuclear interaction in the scattering reaction measu
here. The top panel of Fig. 2 shows the nuclear and Coulo
contributions to the angular distribution for theJ55/2 state
calculated with the shell model results. The nuclear inter
tion accounts for'15% of the cross section for the angul
range detected in this experiment. Coulomb excitation pl
the dominant role in this experiment, but scattering via
nuclear force cannot be neglected.

Motobayashiet al. @5# fit their data on32Mg using the
standard rotational model~where the proton and neutron de
formations are equal! to directly extract a quadrupole defo
mation parameterb2. We can analyze our31Na with the
same prescription by assuming thatbC5bA, that the defor-
mation parameters for the 5/2 and 7/2 states are equal,
that 95% of the deexcitations of the 7/2 state go to the
state. The result,b250.5960.08, is close to the deformatio
parameters obtained for32Mg by both Motobayashiet al. @5#

he

FIG. 2. Angular distributions of the scattered projectile in t
first excited state in31Na at 350 keV calculated using the couple
channels codeECIS88. The top panel shows the results using defo
mation parametersbA andbB from the shell model calculation. The
results with the standard rotational model fit~assumingbA5bC and
adjusting these to reproduce the measured cross section! are shown
in the bottom panel.
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and Pritychenkoet al. @6#. Taking into account the possibil
ity of isovector deformation predicted by the shell mod
compared to isoscalar deformation only, introduces an a
tional uncertainty of 0.06 inb2. Thus the deformation pa
rameter isb250.5960.08~experimental!60.06~theoretical!
50.5960.10. The nuclear and Coulomb contributions to t
calculation are given in Table I and shown in the botto
panel of Fig. 2.

In the analyses we have used here, we have discusse
relationship betweenbA and bC ~equivalently, the relation-
ship between the proton and neutron deformations!. How-
ever, since Coulomb excitation dominates the scattering
cess described here, the most reliable inferences that ca
taken from the present work are those about the role of
protons. To determine the role of the neutrons in the exc
tion studied here, a different experimental probe, such
proton scattering in inverse kinematics~,50 MeV/nucleon!,
must be used. Such a measurement would not only determ
the difference between the proton and neutron multipole m
ments, but would also provide insights about the mechani
involved in the relationship between proton and neutron d
sities, such as core polarization@32#. Proton scattering from
beams of radiative nuclei has been demonstrated for sev
C

ev

ys
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sd and f shell nuclei recently@33–37#. While a beam inten-
sity of 1000 p/s is required for such an experiment, it
likely that such an intensity will be available for31Na at
radioactive beam facilities now under construction. This d
cussion applies equally well to the even-even isotone32Mg.

In summary, we have made the first observation of
excited state~at 350 keV! in the neutron-rich nucleus31Na
using intermediate energy heavy-ion scattering, which
dominated by the Coulomb interaction. This state appear
be the first rotational excitation (J55/2) of a band built on
theJ53/2 ground state. The population of the 350 keV st
can be reproduced using a shell model calculation wh
takes n( f 7/2,p3/2) intruder configurations into account, a
long as feeding of this state by theJ57/2 state is considered
We have also used the rotational model to determine a
fit deformation parameter,b250.5960.10. This deforma-
tion parameter is comparable to that in the even-evenN520
isotone 32Mg.
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